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2020-05-15 Tracy Salcedo Winner of the 2020 National Outdoor Book
Award for Outdoor Adventure Guidebook! From a challenging climb up
Lassen Peak to easy rambles around crystal clear lakes, this
indispensable guide covers the best of the Northern California national
park with 59 hike descriptions. Information on campsites, backcountry
permits, safety, trail finder table, and a list of the author's favorites, as
well as the natural and human history of the park, make this an
essential guide for visitiors to this national treasure.

2015-04-01 Bill Haggerty This guidebook offers 26 easy hiking trails in
the Grand Junction, Colo., and Fruita, Colo., areas. It offers GPS
coordinates for the trailheads, detailed hike descriptions, and concise
mile-by-mile directions, along with detailed maps.

2021-09-01 Jamie Fleck This visual trail guide allows readers and
hikers to explore all the natural grandeur that Oklahoma has to offer.
Captivating photography, vital hike specs, trailhead gps coordinates,
turn-by-turn directions and informative maps guide readers to 48 of
Oklahoma’s most scenic day hikes. As a long-awaited and much-
needed resource, Hiking Oklahoma covers some of the most
picturesque and rewarding trails in the state. Hikes cover the entire
state: Red Carpet Country (northwest Oklahoma), Great Plains
Country (southwest Oklahoma) Frontier Country (central Oklahoma),
Chickasaw Country (south central Oklahoma), Green Country
(northeast Oklahoma), and Choctaw Country (southeast Oklahoma).

2020 Craig Romano This guide covers Mount Baker, the North
Cascades Highway (SR 20) corridor, North Cascades National Park,
Winthrop and the Methow Valley, the Pasayten Wilderness area, parts
of Glacier Peak Wilderness, and the Mountain Loop Highway. Compact
and fresh with a broad range of hiking options, this is the most up-to-
date guide for the area, and is organized along highway and other
travel corridors with an emphasis on trails that are 12 miles or
shorter, round-trip. The new edition features 136 hikes total, with 30
all-new ones and several expanded routes. Many of these hikes are not
included in any other guide.

2014-03-05 Williams, Gary A complete guide to 83 scenic day hikes in
the Buckeye State. Categorized by geographic regions, each includes a
description of the topography, flora, fauna, and climate. Descriptions
of parks and preserves cover estimated distance, difficulty ratings, and
summaries of trail features accompanied by maps and GPS
coordinates.

1994 Don DeFoe Map has titles: Great Smoky Mountains trail map;
Great Smoky Mountains hiking map.

2016-02-15 Lee Hart Lace up your boots and head into Colorado's
rugged Sangre de Cristo Mountains to explore this spine of soaring
peaks that stand more than a mile above the San Luis and Wet

Mountain Valleys. Here you'll discover plunging creeks, gorges cut
from chunky conglomerate, and valleys where elk, bighorn sheep,
coyote, and cougar live. Climb Kit Carson Mountain, Crestone Needle,
or Blanca Peak; hike Black Canyon or Wild Cherry Creek. Wander the
Great Sand Dunes National Park, which has the tallest dunes in North
America. Local hiker and outdoor writer Lee Hart will introduce you to
these trails and many more. Inside you'll find: up-to-date trail
information; accurate directions to wilderness trails; difficulty ratings;
topographic trail maps; zero-impact tips. Whether you are planning a
day hike or an extended backpacking trip, you'll find trails suited to
every ability and interest in one of the most beautiful regions of
Colorado.

2021-03-02 Matt Wastradowski Misty ancient forests, rugged high
deserts, and black sand beaches: wherever you turn in Oregon,
adventure awaits. Pack a lunch, lace up your boots, and hit the trails
with Moon Oregon Hiking. Inside you'll find: Diverse Hiking Options:
Whether you plan to take peaceful walks along the coast or
challenging treks up Mount Hood, enjoy outdoor getaways ranging
from easy day hikes to multi-day backpacking trips Find Your Hike:
Looking for something specific? Choose from strategic lists of the best
hikes for wildflowers, waterfalls, or hiking with your dog, plus a
breakdown of the best hikes by season The Top Outdoor Experiences:
Explore a Mars-like red rock landscape in the Alvord Desert, or marvel
at one of the 90 rushing waterfalls in the Colombia River Gorge. Peer
into the mouth of a volcano crater, gaze at the Portland skyline from
afar, or climb to the top of a picturesque lighthouse. Take a dip in
relaxing hot springs, study real wagon ruts on the historic Oregon
Trail, and spot puffins, pelicans, and plovers along the coast Nearby
Fun: Spend a night under the stars at a nearby campground, sip a
refreshing local brew after a day of hiking, or enjoy fresh-caught fish
at a beachfront restaurant Essential Planning Details: Each hike is
described in detail and marked with round-trip distance and hiking
time, difficulty, terrain type, elevation gain, and access points Maps
and Directions: Find easy-to-use maps, driving directions to each
trailhead, and details on where to park Expert Advice: Seasoned hiker
Matt Wastradowski offers experienced insights, local secrets, and
honest opinions of each trail Tips and Tools: Advice on gear, first aid,
and camping permits, plus background information on climate,
landscape, and wildlife Whether you're a veteran or a first-time hiker,
Moon's comprehensive coverage and local expertise will have you
gearing up for your next adventure. Hitting the road? Check out Moon
Pacific Northwest Road Trip! About Moon Travel Guides: Moon was
founded in 1973 to empower independent, active, and conscious
travel. We prioritize local businesses, outdoor recreation, and
traveling strategically and sustainably. Moon Travel Guides are
written by local, expert authors with great stories to tell—and they
can't wait to share their favorite places with you. For more inspiration,
follow @moonguides on social media.

2010-03-23 Randy Johnson State Hiking Series Each guide includes: -

Hikes suited to every ability - Accurate directions to popular as well as
less-traveled trails - Up-to-date trail descriptions with mile-by-mile
directional cues - Detailed trail maps and GPS coordinates - Difficulty
ratings, average hiking times, and best hiking seasons for each hike -
Trail Finder for best hikes with dogs, children, great views, or wildlife
viewing - Information on fees and permits, contacts, events and
attractions, restaurants and accommodations, canine compatibility,
and more - Zero-impact and wilderness safety tips and techniques ***
The year 2010 is the 75th anniversary of the Blue Ridge Parkway, and
this new edition of Hiking the Blue Ridge Parkway is an indispensable
resource for anyone who uses the Parkway—America's most heavily
visited unit of the National Park system—as a portal to the Southern
Appalachian experience. Including the best trails in the national
forests, state parks, and private preserves that line the 469-mile scenic
road, this is a single-volume solution for the serious explorer, whether
on foot or in a car.

2009-05-19 John L. Young The Poconos of northeastern Pennsylvania
may get eight million visitors a year, but there are places there one
can get lost—and would gladly be lost for a bit. From the iconic
Dingmans Bridge spanning the Delaware, to the region's 150 lakes and
forested mountains, Hiking the Poconos covers it all—with the added
plus of listing a B&B, a campground, restaurant, local events, and
more along with each hike description

2020-07-01 Brandon Fralic Explore Washington’s lush forests and
Cascade Mountain views without traveling deep into the backcountry.
This book features 40 easy-to-follow urban trails that allow hikers of
all levels to discover the landmarks that shape the Evergreen state’s
cities and towns. Urban Hikes Washington provides the latest
information to plan a customized trip: Common and lesser-known
hikes, from city center strolls to forest trails Full-color photos and
maps, detailed trail descriptions, and trailhead GPS Insightful hike
overviews and details on distance, difficulty, canine compatibility, and
more Washington boasts a plethora of great urban hikes, and this
guide highlights both family-friendly footpaths and culinary and
gastronomic delights found along the way. Find hikes suited to every
ability. Stroll Spokane’s River Walk Loop to take in the sights of Expo
‘74 or enjoy a pint of local beer after a walk to Downtown Bellingham
along South Bay Trail. Discover arboretum trails, waterfront walks,
after-work rambles, and more.

2019-05-17 Erik Molvar Mile-by-mile descriptions and maps for more
than 100 hikes eliminate the guesswork of hiking in this mountain
paradise east of Puget Sound. From short day hikes to long backpack
expeditions, Hiking the North Cascades is a passport to one of the
most beautiful mountain areas in North America.

2021-04-01 Doug Dunlap The mountains and foothills of western
Maine are a hiker's paradise, featuring some of the finest hiking
terrain in the Eastern United States. Join Registered Maine Guide
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Doug Dunlap on more than two dozen excursions. Hikes range from
quiet stream-side rambles and waterfall hikes to gut-busting ascents to
high peaks with breezy open summits. There are short walks that will
take an hour or less, and there are day-long treks, all rounded out with
maps, practical tips and safety advice, and even suggestions for hiking
with kids and dogs.

2020-06-01 Jimmy Jacobs Hiking Georgia, 5th edition features some of
the best trekking adventures the Peach State has to offer. Whether the
trails are in the high mountains of north Georgia, on coastal barrier
islands, or in fertile Piedmont river valleys, the flora, fauna, and
scenery are spectacular. The more than 70 hikes (plus 14 honorable
mentions) offer up detailed hike descriptions, step-by-step directions,
gorgeous full-color photos, and GPS-tracked color trail maps to make
the journey easier and more enjoyable.

2022-07-15 John L. Young Completely updated with full-color maps
and photographs throughout, Hiking Pennsylvania offers a unique look
into the history, culture, and incomparable beauty of Pennsylvania.
Veteran outdoors writer John L. Young leads the way to the state’s top
trails, including challenging backpack adventures in the mountains,
easy family rambles through historic battlefields, and scenic hikes past
canals to picturesque waterfalls.

1998 David Weintraub The most complete, up-to-date guide for
Alameda and Contra Costa counties with over 50 trips in 31 parks, and
photos and maps throughout.

2012-03-20 Jane Gildart Fully revised and updated, this full-color
edition of Hiking Shenandoah National Park features fifty-nine of
Shenandoah's finest trails - from short day hikes to overnight
adventures. With this comprehensive guide, veteran hikers Bert and
Jane Gildart provide all the information you need to get the most out of
hiking Virginia's majestic Shenandoah National Park. Look inside to
find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues
Difficulty ratings, trail contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons
An index of hikes by category - from easy day hikes to hikes to
waterfalls Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging
and campgrounds Full-color photos throughout Full-color GPS-
compatible maps of each trail

2021-05-01 Jamie Siebrase Colorado families have access to thousands
of miles of stunning trails spanning 41 state parks, two national
grasslands, four national parks, eight national monuments, 11 national
forests, and 14ers galore. Better still, Colorado’s backcountry was
made for youth. From dinosaur-themed day hikes and cliff dwellings to
elk crossings, beaver dams, and secret waterfalls, the state’s
expansive trail network is a natural playground and classroom for kids
of all ages. Hiking with Kids Colorado guides parents to 52 of the best
hikes to take with kids in the state, walkable for all—toddlers to teens.
Inside you’ll find: Detailed hike descriptions for every week of the year

Easy-to-follow maps for every route Information on restrooms, stroller
compatibility, and trail users. Color photos to help your kids see
themselves on the trail Tips on cool scavenger hunt ideas, animal
identification, bird calls, and fun facts to keep young hikers engaged
every step of the way.

2022-07-01 Kevin Revolinski Fully revised and updated, Hiking
Wisconsin profiles over 60 of the best hikes in the state. Detailed
maps, step-by-step miles and directions, and a superb selection of day
hikes and overnight trips make this book accessible to all hiking
enthusiasts, from families out for a summer walk in the woods to
veteran hikers seeking a challenge.

2003 Jeff Mitchell 78 hikes, including 4 backpacking trails Updated
and expanded edition with several newly blazed trails Paths to scenic
vistas, waterfalls, and natural wonders Detailed maps and first-hand
descriptions of each hike Color photos of the region's remarkable
beauty Essential information on duration, distance, difficulty,
elevation, and highlights along the way

2014-11-15 Michael W. Robbins Strap on your boots and get out on the
trail! Drawing from personal experience, Michael W. Robbins
describes what to expect when hiking in various terrains — from
forests to fields and lake edges to mountains. Informative and fun, The
Hiking Companion combines tips for trip planning, equipment,
navigation, and safety with exciting stories of once-in-a-lifetime
adventures. Whether you’re an expert hiker or setting out on your first
overnighter, this inspiring guide is full of practical advice to make your
next outing a success.

2016-04-16 The Continental Divide Trail Coalition • A wide variety of
hikes, from family-friendly to difficult overnight treks • Includes
detailed comments, route descriptions, driving directions, maps,
difficulty ratings, and nearest landmark • Fits in your pocket or
daypack • Features color photos and maps throughout Experience the
high country of Colorado—from Rocky Mountain National Park to the
Weminiche Wilderness—on the Continental Divide trail, a 3100-mile
trail that traverses the Rocky Mountains from Mexico to Canada. Hike
some of the more popular and accessible sections of the trail near
Denver and Summit County, then venture out on an overnight trek
across some of the most remote areas of the state. The Continental
Divide Trail runs approximately 800 miles through Colorado, taking
hikers through groves of golden aspens, along the shores of snowmelt-
fed lakes, and to the rocky summits of 13,000-foot peaks with
expansive vistas.

2013-06-18 Mary Reed From rugged Appalachian ridges to verdant
river valleys, this guide details 50 of the very best hiking trails in the
state. Maps, mile-by-mile trail descriptions, backpacking tips, and
informative details about landmarks and natural history. AHS

2010-03-12 David Weintraub Explore 56 trails in the superb open
spaces of San Francisco’s East Bay The East Bay of San Francisco,
California, offers a diverse array of hiking opportunities: the scenic
shoreline of Point Pinole, the furrowed foothills and windy summit of
Mount Diablo, trails that are home to the flourishing bird and plant life
on Pleasanton Ridge and at Livermore’s Lake Del Valle. East Bay
Trails is the ideal guide to the best trips in and around the area’s
ridges, shores, wilderness areas, lakes, and reservoirs. Written by
acclaimed author David Weintraub, this is the most complete and up-
to-date trail guide for Alameda and Contra Costa counties. East Bay
Trails presents 56 hikes, complete with detailed route descriptions and
at-a-glance information about length, time, difficulty, regulations, and
facilities. The text focuses mostly on hiking, but other outdoors
enthusiasts—fitness walkers, joggers, equestrians, and bicyclists—can
also make good use of this guide. Inside you’ll find 56 hiking trips,
ranging from mile-long strolls to all-day treks, plus a few long hikes
with overnight options New trips in Lime Ridge Open Space, Diablo
Foothills Regional Park, and Round Valley Regional Preserve Detailed
descriptions of each trip, plus updated maps Appendix of the best
hikes for any mood or desire, whether it’s birdwatching, scenic vistas,
waterfalls, or an easy trip for kids “East Bay Trails is the most
complete and up-to-date guide for Alameda and Contra Costa
counties.” —East Bay Express

2008-12-30 M. Timothy O'Keefe Hiking Central Florida describes
thirty of the region’s best and most varied hikes, those that offer the
chance to observe unspoiled, natural Florida at its finest. With terrain
ranging from wet cypress swamps to dry pinewood forests, the region
offers subtly striking scenery and it harbors rich diversity. Covering
the area from Ocala to State Road 60 near Lake Wales and Yeehaw
Junction—and also embracing the northern stretch of the Florida Trail
in the Ocala National Forest and the Bulow Plantation/Bulow Creek
hike on the Atlantic coast—this user-friendly guide takes you from
short family hikes in places such as Canaveral National Seashore, to
backpackers' delights. It provides all the information you need to make
the most of exploring Central Florida by foot. Look inside to find: •
Hikes suited to every ability • Directions to the trailheads •
Comprehensive trail descriptions and maps • Mile-by-mile directional
cues • Difficulty ratings, average hiking times, and best hiking seasons
for every featured hike • Area-specific tips on safety, hiking ethics,
plants and animals, preserving the environment, and more

2016-05-01 Carrie Stambaugh From old country roads to dense forest
paths, Kentucky boasts more than 1,500 miles of marked and
maintained trails. Author Carrie Stambaugh describes eighty of her
favorite hikes, from 1-mile nature trails to multiday backpacks. With
detailed information on trailhead location, difficulty, and much, much
more, Hiking Kentucky, Third Edition is bound to have something for
everyone!

2007-04-09 Craig Romano CLICK HERE to download author Craig
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Romano's favorite hike from the book, Bogachiel Peak * More than 100
day hikes, with options for linking them to longer routes * Compact,
easy-carry size * Two color maps, charts and elevation profiles This
handsome guide is full of charts and easy-to-find information that will
help you quickly select your ideal hike. And once you're on the trail,
you'll enjoy the sidebars on flora and fauna, and historical highlights
that accompany many of the routes. There is a full-color front map and
then two-color section maps, along with clear driving directions to the
trail head, options for nearby camping, ratings for trail difficulty and
photos of what you'll see on your hike. Hikes are typically less than 12
miles round trip. The Day Hiking series guidebooks are the most
comprehensive and attractive trail guides available for Washington
state.

2021-05-31 Judy Bentley For thousands of years people have traveled
across Washington’s spectacular terrain, establishing footpaths and
roads to reach hunting grounds and coal mines high in the mountains,
fishing sites and trade emporiums on the rivers, forests of old growth,

and homesteads and towns on prairies. These traditional routes have
been preserved in national parks, restored by cities and towns,
salvaged from old railroad tracks, and opened to hikers by Indigenous
communities. In this new, full-color edition of the first-ever hiking
guide to the state’s historic trails, historian and hiker Judy Bentley
teams up with veteran guidebook author Craig Romano to lead
adventurers of all abilities along trails on the coast, over mountains,
through national forests, across plateaus, and on the banks of the
Columbia River. Features include: • 44 hikes, including 12 new
additions • Full-color trail maps • A trails timeline that connects hikes
to key events • Updated trail descriptions • Accounts from diaries,
journals, and archives • Historical overviews of 8 regions of the state •
Contemporary and historical photographs Bentley and Romano offer
an essential boots-on-the ground history of some of the state’s most
fascinating places.

2014-12-16 Bruce Grubbs Hiking Arizona will introduce you to the
state's most natural wonders and more. This book covers the Grand
Canyon, of course; Northeast Plateaus, San Francisco Peaks Area,

Mogollon Rim Country; Central Highlands; The White Mountains; the
Phoenix Area; the Tucson Area; Sky Islands; Tohono O'odham Country;
and the Western Desert.

2012-07-17 Bill Schneider Lace up your boots and sample more than
one hundred hikes in America’s most famous national park. Geysers,
paint pots, and glowing blue pools; deep canyons with plunging
waterfalls; broad river valleys with seemingly endless views; and tall
rugged mountains—Yellowstone National Park is a hiker’s paradise
with more than 800 miles of trails. Let veteran hiker and outdoor
writer Bill Schneider guide you on a wide variety of day hikes and
extended backpacking trips into the vast interior of this national
treasure. Whether you’re a day-tripper or long-distance hiker, old hand
or novice, you’ll find trails suited to every ability and interest in
Yellowstone National Park. Features Hikes suited to every ability
Detailed directions Elevation profiles, difficulty ratings, and
information on hiking in bear country Full-color photos throughout
Full-color GPS-compatible maps of each trail.
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